MASSACHUSETTS ARCHAEOLOGICAL
SOCIETY
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Massachusetts
Archaeological
Society
******
An invitation to help
preserve
the past…for the future

******************

Pictograph & Drill
(Wapanucket, Middleborough)

******************

Stone Effigy
(Wapanucket, Middleborough)

******************

Purpose
The collective record of human existence is a powerful source for
understanding human life. Questions such as “Where did we come from?”
and “Where are we going?” can only be considered in light of knowledge of
the past and its effect on the present and future. Archaeology, the systematic
recovery and analysis of the material remains of past cultures, helps to
provide that knowledge.
MAS stimulates the study of archaeology and Native American cultural
history, especially in Massachusetts, and serves as a bond between students
of archaeology. It fosters public under-standing through educational
programs and publications, and promotes scientific research; careful, welldirected archaeological activity; conservation of sites, data, and artifacts; and
seeks to prevent the collection of specimens for commercial purposes.

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES
(check appropriate box)

_____ Individual Active

$30

_____ Family each additional*

$5

_____ Student Active**

$12

_____ Senior Active (65+)

$20

_____ Foreign Active

$40

_____ Associate****

$15

_____ Senior Associate****

$10

_____ Sustaining***

$50

_____ Supporting***

$75

_____ Patron ***

$100

_____ Domestic Institution

$40

_____ Foreign Institution

$45

_____ Life (one payment)

$500

NAME

______________________________________

ADDRESS

______________________________________

CITY/TOWN ______________________________________
STATE

_______________________ ZIP____________

TELEPHONE _______________________ DATE__________
EMAIL

______________________________________

* -- Family members must reside with a regular member.

Name of added family member:

Turtle Petroglyph

*****************
WWW.MASSARCHAEOLOGY.ORG

_______________________

** -- Student members must provide copy of school ID
*** -- Sustaining & Supporting members get free admission to either the
Spring or Fall meeting; Patrons get free admission to both programs.
**** -- Associates and Senior Associates receive the Newsletter, but no other
publications or ballots.
MASSACHUSETTS ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
P.O. Box 700
Middleborough, MA 02346-0700

